The label becomes a theatrical booklet, wrapping the bottle with the ancient words of the most famous tragedy of love in the world.

The limited edition of the fine wine becomes even more unique, represented by the contained theatrical scene, each bottle can have a different scene depending on how many you decide to select. No longer 1/100 but instead 1/25, 1/10… limited runs

A theatrical booklet complete with a lacquered wax seal, which from the Montecchi or Capuleti family, becomes the seal of the winery represented by one of the knots contained in the emblem of the fifteenth-century estate, symbol of the wine “Nodo d’amore”.

The cover does not reveal the true content of the booklet, but the contents of the bottle, with an essential but at the same time very sophisticated graphic impressed in “low relief” on a material cardboard that connects the past to the present creating a magical mystery to savor with and in all the senses.